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SHANGHAI UPG INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO., LTD
BZBK-1000C Hydraulic Pressure Sheet Semi-automatic Sheet Cardboard

Laminating Machine

1. Quotation:
(FOB China)
USD.-/unit

2. Terms of Payment:
30% deposit by T/T when confirming the order
70% balance by T/T before shipping.

3. Description
We brought advanced technology from aboard to research and complete the
next generation Semi-Automatic Sheet Cardboard Laminating machine. It puts
machine, electricity, photics, hydraulic pressure all the main technologies
together, it is a pioneering machine in domestic market. Traditionally, similar
old style machine need to be operated by 2 employees, this new generation
machine only need one operator per unit. Due to superimposed integration
hydraulic pressure system has been put in all rollers pressures have been
automatically adjusted to enjoy the best status during production, so it will save
glue, reduce running costs, and improve precision of laminating, make all
laminated product tight, strong, smooth, and dry instantly, so enter into next
process directly. This machine is an ideal equipment to produce all kinds of
high quality packing box, and to be a new innovation at advanced packing
machine equipment in the packing industry.

 Adopts Siemens PLC.
 Adopts Siemens transducer.
 Touch screen.
 Has a separated hydraulic pressure station, superimposed style

compositive hydraulic pressure system to control 6 sets of oil cylinders
automatically, making all rollers pressure come to the best status.
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 The photoelectric switch and stepper motor control the right beat of friction

automatic feeding paper system
 Computer enacts air pneumatic systems's work cycle to control the paper

feeder with exact anchor point and correct time.
 The glue is fed electronically by machine, it keeps the glue level steady

automatically.

4. Technical Data
Model BZBK-1000C
Max. Laminating Size 900×650mm
Work Speed 5-50Pcs/h
Paper Thickness 80-500g/m2

Total Power 5/8.55KW
Weight 3700kg
Overall Dimension 3620×1680×1420mm

5. Installation and Training
The price includes the fee of installation, Training and interpreter, However,

the relative cost such as international return air tickets between China and

Buyer’s country, local transportation, accommodation (3 star hotel), and
the pocket money USD80/day per person for engineers and interpreter will

be born by buyer. Or, the customer can find capable interpreter in local.


